Abstract Importance Sampling has been used as an efficient method for estimating rare probabilities (on the order of or less) relating t o the performance of communication systems and networks. Parametric Importance Sampling methods are not very effective in cases where the input processes are characterized by uniform probability distributions (e.g., random delays), which arise frequently. In this paper, we present a conditional Importance Sampling scheme for systems with input processes that can be characterized by uniform distributions. T h e scheme adaptively modifies an initial biasing strategy as samples are taken. Changing a problem specific component enables the algorithm to be applied t o a diverse set of systems. The overall approach is more effective than parametrically biasing the uniform input distributions. We use the conditional biasing algorithm to estimate rare jitter probabilities in ATM switches for C B R sources multiplexed with heterogeneous background traffic. For the experimental systems considered, we observe that the improvement in simulation efficiency is inversely proportional t o the probability being estimated I .
Introduction
In communication systems and networks, some important performance measures are the error or fault probabilities related to the inability of the system to sustain a desirable operating state. Examples include bit error probabilities, cell loss probabilities and excessive delay and jitter probabilities. These probabilities are typically low, in the range of or less. In many cases, it is not possible t o find analytical expressions for such probabilities. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation quickly becomes intractable due to the low probabilities involved. One alternative is to use Importance Sampling (IS) as a means of improving simulation efficiency without loss of validity. IS simulation involves modifying or "biasing" the input distributions in a known way t o cause more errors or faults in the system. T h e final result is properly weighted t o obtain an unbiased estimate. Several methods of IS biasing have been used in the literature. Variance Scaling [I] and Mean Translation [a] are examples of methods which parametrically modify the input distributions. Large Deviations Theory has also been used to arrive a t optimal biasing parameters [3] and generally involves numerical solutions. IS biasing methods have also been developed for Markov Chains [4, 51. For complex systems for which an optimal bias cannot be found analytically, stochastic methods have been used to arrive a t near-optimum bias points [6, 71. However, the above methods which involve the modification of the parameters of the input distributions are not very effective when these distributions are uniform, which arise frequently in
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This work was supported by the Center for Advanced Computing and Communication, North Carolina State University. communication systems and networks. For ATM networks, efficient techniques for biasing uniform distributions were developed in [8] and [9] , but the algorithms were more problem-dependent than the technique presented here.
In this paper, we present a generalized conditional IS scheme for systems with input processes characterized by uniform input distributions. After selecting an initial biasing strategy, this scheme employs a conditional biasing algorithm which adaptively modifies the biasing strategy as samples are taken, thus increasing efficiency and simulation speed. T h e overall scheme also employs a problem-dependent function t o determine the initial and modified biasing. Changing this function allows the algorithm t o be suitably applied t o a diverse set of systems. The combined approach is more effective than parametrically modifying the uniform distributions since it allows for noncontiguous sample sets. Contrary to the contiguous sets required for parametrically biasing uniform distributions, noncontiguous sets are smaller and target important events more efficiently.
To demonstrate the technique, we use conditional biasing to estimate rare jitter probabilities in ATM switches with constant bit rate (CBR) traffic multiplexed with heterogeneous background traffic which can consist of variable bit rate (VBR) traffic and other CBR traffic. These results are more general than the ones in [lo] , where CBR traffic was multiplexed with homogeneous VBR background traffic. T h e method developed in [lo] also allowed for noncontiguous sample sets, and is a special case of the generalized method presented here. For the experimental systems considered, the improvement in simulation efficiency (speedup over Monte Carlo simulation) is observed to be inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
A s s u m p t i o n s
We assume that the system consists of generic discrete elements 6, which can refer to pulses, cells, bursts, customers etc.
For every element 8, there is an associated random variable X, which is uniformly distributed over the sample set S. We refer to X as the corresponding "entries" of 6 . X can typically refer to the arrival positions of the elements. T h e set S is discrete and finite, with cardinality )SI. There is a norm 1) defined on S, which induces a total ordering ' 4' such that if z, y E S, then z 4 y if and only if 11~11 < Ilyll. Furthermore, Vx, y E S , 3: # y, either z y or y 4 x. T h e elements x , y E S are realizations of X . We will consider z, y E S, x 4 y to be contiguous if and only if $2 E S such that 2: 4 z i y. A subset 7 of S is contiguous in S if and only if for any elements x , y contiguous in I and for which z 4 y, 32 E S \ T such that x + z 3 y.
The randomness in the system can then be described by the collection < 6, X >. We consider the estimation of small probabilities (rare event probabilities) which indicate important 0-7803-4788-9/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE.
events. For brevity, we ucte the term "stressed condition" to refer to the situation which occurs when the elements 8 are forced into subsets that cause important events. Typically, the sets that result in the occurrence of important events are not known a przorz and the elements are forced into larger subsets that are known to contain the important events. Probabilities such as packet loss, high delay, high interference etc. are all due to a stressed condition of the system. This stressed condition can be typically described through the collection < 0, X > by a metric d ( . ) defined on S.
Importance Sampling
For the given s y s t e m z s u m e that the number of elements B is fixed at N . Then, the randomness can be represented by a vector X which corresponds to N different entries of the inputs B Let R be the sample space of all vectors X. Then, R = S N and 1Rl = ISIN. The set R contains the realizations of X and represents all statistical outcomes of the system. Rare events correspond to small (p0s:jibly disjoint) subsets of 0.
Assume we are interested in a function g ( X ) which involves rare important events. Then, an important probability for the Usually, h ( X ) does not correspond to rare events and is either deterministic or can be estimated by conventional MC techniques. Furthermore, h(:X) can be estimated independently of g ( X ) . Let the subset of 61 that contains all important events be denoted by 0,. For g ( X ) , we have the following: The key to applying IS is to determine the biased pmf and the w,eight function. In this paper, we present a conditional biasing scheme for the case where the vector X consists of independent and identically distribute(i uniform random variables on S. where NMC is the number of MC simulation runs and zs is the vector sampled at run s. Due t o the rare nature of the important events, lOgl << 101. MC simulation is intractable since it samples from the set R. In fact, for an acceptable accuracy, the number of MC simulation trials required is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated. Rare events correspond to a stressed condition of the elements 6'. The significance of the stressed condition is problem-specific and can be characterized for each system by a generic function a ( X , d ( . ) , + ) . The function a ( . ) is an indicator function of a stressed condition for the realization X, defined through the metric d(.) and the ordering +. T h e stressed conditions defined by CY(.) are necessary for rare events, but not every stressed condition causes a rare event. Thus, it is very difficult to analytically identify the set 0,.
Using conditional IS biasing, we sample the individual components of X so as to force the elements 6' into a stressed condition defined by .(.). The biasing scheme is conditional in that the entry of element n is sampled depending on the entries of elements 1, . . . , n -1. Conditional IS results in a biased sample space 0' which contains all realizations of X for which are equiprobable and element r is sampled uniformly over 7,. This approach is more effective than parametrically biasing the uniform distribution since it allows for smaller noncontiguous sets, which do not have to be included in a larger contiguous set. -Sample element 1 uniformly from 5.
-u'(g') t w ( g * ) x &.
Proposition: For the conditional biasing scheme discussed above, tu(%*) = fx(z)/f&(g*).
--Furthermore, for the conditional IS biasing scheme, E { E * { g ( x ) } } = E{g(&)}.
Proof: If MC simulation were used, the vector g* would be sampled uniformly from the set S. Then, we would have:
To apply IS, we use the conditional biasing scheme. Hence, the pmf can be represented as follows:
But according to the conditional biasing scheme, the first T = N -NC,,,,, elements are sampled uniformly from the set S and the remaining elements 1 for which T + 1 5 I 5 N are sampled over a subset 'ir;. Hence, the IS pmf can also be written as:
By the definition of the IS weight and from (7) and (9), we have:
But, (10) is the same as the weight in the conditional biasing scheme. Also, due to the independence of the IS experiments and from (6), the expected value of the IS estimator is:
Note that g'(g')f:.
(E') = g(g*)fL(g*). Hence, using (lo), the expected value of The IS estimator can be rewritten as: E{E*{dX)}) = E{s(X)l ( 
12)
Thus, we establish that the conditional biasing algorithm generates correct IS weights. Furthermore, the IS estimator using the conditional biasing scheme is unbiased.
. E s t i m a t i o n of J i t t e r in ATM S w i t c h e s

System D e s c r i p t i o n
We consider an ATM switch, a model of which is shown in Fig. 1 . The traffic into the switch consists of 53-byte ATM cells and is characterized by the ATM Forum standardized traffic descriptors consisting of the peak cell rate X (Mbps), sustained cell rate 1 (Mbps) and maximum burst length B (cells) at the routed uniformly and instantaneously to one of the output ports through a nonblocking shared bus, and we analyze a single output port (to which N c connections are routed) to be indicative of the performance of all output buffers. We consider the jitter for a "target" single-source C B R class which is defined by the triplet (ACBR, &BR, BCBR). By convention, we assume the target CBR class to be class 1. Here, we define jitter by the ATM Forum standardized 1-Point Cell Delay Variation (CDV) definition [ll] . We consider dispersion 1111 as a measure of jitter. The target C B R class is multiplexed with heteroge- An example of one period of the resulting slotted-time pattern is plotted in Fig. 2 for (6,1,5 ) plaid starting at slot 4, (1,1,1) black a t slot 1 and (3,2,5) white a t slot 2.
The random component of this model is found in the connection starting-slots. Hence, the elements 0 are the connections and the entries correspond t o the starting-slots of the connections. In a vector X, the first entry corresponds to the starting- 
where c refers to the target C B R class, 2, refers to the dominant VBR class and z 1 refers to class i for 3 5 i 5 C. Once the starting-slots have been selected, the system behaves deterministically and periodically. For this case, the sample spaces for the entries of each class ai'e given by:
The sample space for X is then given by: 
= ( T C B R ) N C B R . ( T V B R ) N V B R . ( T s )~~ * * * ( T c )~" . In a superperiod Tsp, the total number of target CBR pairs is given by Npajrs = T~~/ T c B R .
For a given set of system parameters and for a given dispersion value 6, the maximum number of target CBR pairs that can be dispersed is given by Jmaz. Since there is only one target CBR source and due t o the periodicity of the system, we can assume that c1 = 0 in (14). As in [lo], let n~p , be the number of vectors that result in exactly pairs that are dispersed by more than 6 in steady state. Then, the dispersion probabiIity is given by:
where g(.) is the indicator function for dispersion by more than 6 and p~p , is the probability that exactly j pairs are dispersed by more than 6 in steady sl;ate and is given by PDP, = ~D P ,
/IO[.
Note that (17) is in the farm of (I), where E{h(X)) = Npairs. This is similar to the multinomial formulation found in [lo] the events fall in categories 01' "bins" 0 t o J,,, depending on the number of pairs dispersed. T h e exhaustive solution t o (17) is intractable due to the large size of the set fl.
-
Importance S a m p l i n g U s i n g C o n d i t i o n a l Biasing
In ATM networks, the probability of large dispersion is expected to be very low, typically on the order of and below.
MC simulation is not feasible a t these probabilities. Hence, we use IS to increase the efficiency of the simulations. The set of vectors that result in at least one pair being dispersed by more then 6 is given by 0,. We d o not know 0, a priori and hence sample fr3m a set 0. as in Section 4, for which S2-3 51, and for which Jn'l << 101. We form the IS estimate: [lo] , the background traffic was composed of homogeneous VBR sources. It was determined that dispersion occurred due t o the arrival of VBR cells in certain "supports", which indicate the time slot after which the VBR cells affect the dispersion of the CBR cells. T h e support structure for a given pair of target CBR cells i and i + 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . Due t o the bursty nature of the VBR cells, the supports for a single pair were defined in the range 1 5 s 5 TCBR -t BVBR -1. In this paper, the background traffic consists of a number of VBR and CBR sources, which include the dominant VBR source. We only bias the dominant VBR connection and sample the remaining connections uniformly over their respective sample periods, since the dominant VBR source is the most effective source that contributes to the dispersion of target CBR cell pairs.
Define the norm 11. [I on S2 such that for 2 E Sz, 11x11 = 2.
The ordering -i is defined such that z 4 y if and only if 2 < y. Here, we define the metric d ( z , y ) = min{llzll -Ilyll,Tsp - ( 1 1~1 1 -11y11) ). This metric compensates for the periodicity of the system. If M C simulation were used, the pmf for vector r* would be:
The IS biasing procedure results in a biased pmf f;. (a'). . . . , f r ( 8 , p ) according to the "normal" calculation described below.
e If Vk;,(s,p) > 0 and A ( s , p ) = I, then the support s for pair p is defined by the presence of nondominant cells at the first slot. Hence, a VBR burst is not required at the first slot. Set F ( s , p ) = 1. Define V a ( 3 , p ) as the maximum number of aligned dominant VBR bursts that can contribute to the target dispersion. T h e calculation of V, for this case is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Then, the overall region from which the next dominant VBR burst 1 is to be sampled is given by:
Note that the set ' T need not be contiguous. The IS weight for YBR burst I is then calculated as follows: . calculate Z ( s , p ) from (29). * e l s e , 7; -U,U,ZC.,P).
r e t u r n 7;.
Experimental Results
For the delay jitter probabilities, we consider the sources for which the input parameters are listed in Table 1 . We generated results for Systems 1 and 2 , which represent different combinations of background sources. T h e system parameters and derived parameters for these systems are listed in Table 1 , where "t" stands for target, "n" stands for nondominant and "d" stands for dominant. For System 1, the dispersion or 1-Point CDV probabilities are plotted in Fig. 6 with 9 fixed dominant VBR- value is varied from 100% of the CBR period t o 550% of the CBR period. The solid curves in Fig. 6 are the dispersion probabilities and the dashed curves are the improvement factors. T h e simulation stopping conditions were set at 25-50 hits per bin. The 95% confidence intervals are shown a s bars and vary due to the different stopping conditions. As expected, the dispersion probability increases as more background nondominant VBR sources are added. However, this difference decreases as the target jitter value is decreased. As can be observed from Fig. 6 , the improvement factors are inversely proportional t o the probability being estimated. T h e 1-Point CDV probabilities for System 2 are plotted in Fig. 7 with 10 fixed dominant VBR-d2 sources and two configurations of nondominant sources. T h e configuration with 1 VBR-n2 source and 1 CBR-nl source has a utilization of 0.53 and the configuration with 5 VBR-n2 sources and 3 CBR-nl sources has a utilization of 0.85. T h e target jitter value is varied from 100% of the C B R period t o 350% of the CBR period. The difference between the two dispersion estimates appears almost constant and increases after 300% dispersion. Again, it can be observed from Fig. 7 that the improvement is inversely proportional t o the probability being estimated.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a conditional Importance Sampling scheme for systems with input processes characterized by uniform distributions. After selecting an initial biasing strategy, the conditional biasing algorithm adaptively modifies the biasing strategy as samples are drawn, thus increasing simulation efficiency. The overall scheme also employs a problem-dependent function to select the initial and modified biasing. Changing this function allows the algorithm t o be suitably adapted to a diverse set of systems. T h e combined scheme provides for a more effective approach than parametrically biasing the uniform input distributions. To demonstrate the technique, we used conditional biasing to estimate rare jitter probabilities in ATM switches with constant bit rate (CBR) traffic multiplexed with heterogeneous background traffic which can consist of variable bit rate (VBR) traffic and other CBR traffic. For the experimental systems considered, the improvement in simulation efficiency was observed to be inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
